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I- INTRODUCTION

1. With few exceptions the results of the i960 round of censuses of.,

population in the ECAFE region were tabulated with conventional punched-

card machines. Judging by the rate at which the statistical work in the

region has become oomputer-orien-fced in recent years, it is evident that all

but a small number of countries are planning to use computers for prooessing

the 1970 round of censuses. For those few statistical offices which will

not have access to a computer in their own countries, it may be possible

to consider the use of computer facilities of a nearby country or of the

proposed ECAFE regional computer centre. For organization and planning

of the forth-coming censuses it is, therefore, assumed in this paper

that electronic data processing techniques will be used almost exclusively

throughout the region-

2. Considerable documentation giving guidance in the use of punched-

oard methods in processing census data was prepared for the i960 popula

tion censuses,, In particular, many of the principles enunciated in the

informative publication "Handbook on Data Processing Methods" published

jointly by the United Nations and the United Nations Food and Agriculture

Organization in 1959 are directly applicable to olectronic data prooessing.

Some materials design-* t.n *i,?_ i-i computer processing of censuses have

also been prepared "oy the countries<>

3. Among the series of activities planned for the 1970 round of popula

tion and housing censuses it has been proposed to hold seminars dealing

specifically with the technical considerations in the application of

computers to census data processing. For the BOASTS region, this is

being considered for the first half of 1969. The documentation from

this and similar meetings, and the services of advisers from interna

tional and other organizations with previous ezporience in computer

processing of population census data will bo available for assistance

to ECAS-E countries in preparing for the 1970 round. The discussion in

the present paper will be confined, therefore, to general principles

and aspects of planning for computerized processing of the population

and housing censuses,
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4« For many countries of cne region the 1970 censuses -will represent

an initial exposure to the use of computer techniques. It may, therefore)

be in order to give a brief description of the main characteristics' of

computer processing, particularly as applied-to census work.

II.. ADVANTAGES OF COMPUTE PROCESSING

5- .The use of punched-cards for recording statistical data and sorting,

counting and tabulating machines for compiling and summarizing the

information recroded in the cards was developed originally in response

to -the needs for tools to handle the massive task of processing the

census. The advent of the electronic computer has provided the poten

tial- for far greater speed, versatility and accuracy than the previous

methods of processing census work* At the present time, electronic

equipment is used extensively for mass processing of statistical

programmes in virtually all modern governmental statistical agencies

throughout the world,. . .; ■

6. In general, the principal attributes of electronic data processing

whioh offer impressive superiority over conventional punched-card methods

include: "

(i) Tremendously improved speed in computations and transfers of

data.

(ii) Memory storage which provides the capacity for "remembering"

and retrieving at high access spead.3 the data stored in the

memory•

(iii) The capacity for automatic execution of sequential instructions.

(iv) The capability of making logical decisions automatically

during the course of processings

(v) Considerably improved accuracy and self-checking features.

The combination of these characteristics of electronic computing

equipment thus renders it possible to solve complex data-handling '■
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problems in one continuous process at electronic speeds, as opposed

to the segmented handling of data as performed in the conventional

punched-eard system. The capacity to process vast quantities of data

and the flexibility of the new equipment represent a qualitative

difference from the earlier devices that make pr^j^ocble new techniques

in statistical operations*

7» For example; the computer is commonly used to excellent advantage

in census work for editing and correction of the data prior to or in

combination with tabulation* The computer can be directed to automatically

assign, or impute, values when information on personal or housing charac

teristics is omitted in the questionnaire or when certain information

reported (or encoded) is inconsistent or impossible* Most computers are

capable of applying to the data all the rules that a group of clerks

would use in detecting and reconciling inconsistencies and inferring

missing information, A common situation encountered, for example, is

when a given characteristic is inconsistent with other characteristics ' • '.

reported for that person. The general procedure under these circum

stances may be to draw a value of the characteristic from a distribution

of that characteristic for the appropriate sub-group in the population. ■ -

Thus, a person who is reported as a male relative of the household head,

but for whom marital status is not reported, may be assigned by the

computer a marital status from a distribution of marital status for

male household head relatives in the same age group,

8. Similar procedures may be used for the detection of missing or

impossible data. In many ways, the computer performs these editing

tasks strikingly better and faster than when they are done by manual

inspection^ It will apply the editing rules individually to eaoh

person in the enumeration. It will do this with strict consistency

and uniformity, and can be directed to keep a record of how often each

such rule was applied, thus providing a measure of the quality of the

enumerated data*
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9. The use of a computer in census processing also provides the potential

for development of more, detailed or more informative statistics. The

flexibility of the computer makes possible far greater, utilization of data

for derived statistics and by-products that become available for the first

time. Key ra.tips and relationships that formerly could not be obtained

without costly reprocessing of data or vast amounts of manual computation ..

can be programmed as an incidental by-product of computer tabulations. Data,

can more easily be rearranged by more variables of classification and more

detailed' cross-classifications which, by other methods, would be prohibitive

in time and cost. It is also technically possible to combine and relate

census data with data from other sources concerning the same area of inquiry.

Thus,Vi-t may £e possible to match and combine census data with those from

other sources which, for one reason or another, cannot be collected in the

census.' For example, vital registration data might be used for inter-

censal updating of some of the population characteristics compiled in the

current census.

10. Another advantage of processing census data on computers is that it

often permits preparation of the final tables in suitable form directly from

the machine-prepared tables for printing by offset printing processes. With

earlier,mechanical tabulating equipment, the results usually cannot be prepared

in a f.orra: in. which they can be sent to a printer. It is generally necessary

to do a substantial amount of. hand posting from the machine sheets and then

to type the. posted tables in final publication form. Preparation of the

final tables by computer for direct printing eliminates the need, for manuscript,

type-setting, and proofreading. On this basis, the final results of the

census could be released to'the public many months earlier than with conven

tional printing methodsD

11. Where physical .space .and storage facilities are at a premium, as is

commonly the. case.throughout the region, computers require considerably less

floor space .than tb,at required for conventional .equipment. In countries

using tape computer, systems,, the storage of census records on magnetic tape

requires only a fraction nf fcb* space normally needed for card storage.
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12. There are, of course, some disadvantages and difficulties involved in

the transition to computers. The use of this kind of equipment "brings new

problems which require that the processing of census data be organized in

a..more systematic manner than for conventional punched-card equipment. One

requirement in applying computers is that very detailed and explicit instructions

must be provided to the computer before it will proceed with any operation.

For example, in the machine-edit procedures, the machine must be instructed

to provide for every relevant combination of entries it ,nay encounter.

Failure to consider all contingencies may result either in bringing the

computer to a halt every few minutes or in rejecting large numbers of records

because of some flaw in the data for which adequate provision was not made in

the computer programme. For this reason, the programing and supervisory staff

must be highly competent and well trained. Personnel with these attributes

are difficult to find and much in demand. To attract qualified personnel

it is of-fcen necessary tc offer inducements in the form of premium salaries and

special allowances- Prepara+iun of physical facilities for the computer are

more demanding than with conventional punched-card equipment, requiring

air-conditiuning, dust control, special flooring, etc.

13. Abqve all, it -nust be recognised that the availability o-f sophisticated

data .processing equipment will not, in itself, insure efficient and accurate

census results. Successful computer application demands a ranch higher degree

of precision and discipline in planning the census processing operations than

was required with previous techniques.

in. nr::d ~a u ^afj.,y plambtg

14* 3be methods and equipment used in processing are directly related to

the objectives and results of the census, and have a broad impact in virtually

all operations. Each step in the census is ciusely linked with the previous

operation and, in turn, influences subsequent operations. Thus, it .is of

paramount importance that the data processing function be represented in the

planning and organization of the census from the very beginning as an integral

member of the over-all census planning group.
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15* The data processing representative in the planning group should, for

example, actively participate in the design of the questionnaire to insure "

that the final design meets the requirement for efficient processing. He

should assist: in the development of control procedures, editing and coding "

specifications, the tabulation requirements, schedules, and other factors so

that they may be considered with realism by the census planning authorities.

16* The introduction of the computer to census processing, by i+s nature,

increases the time necessary for preparation for statistical processing. A

great premium is therefore placed on careful advance planning. In the past,

those responsible for processing the da+a, have, in many cases, been forced

tu do their detailed planning by improvisation and on the spur of the moment.

This type of planning when using electronic computers is no+ only more

difficult but perilous from the point of view of the end results. Computer

programming is extremely intricate and requires planning of a high order and

painstaking a+tention to detail. The cost, effort and time involved in

changing computer procedures makes it undesirable to change those once established

Thus, if the desired time schedules are to be achieved, i+. requires that complete

and final tabulation plans and specifications must be available to technical

programmers at a much earlic-r da + e than was required by previous processing

systems. The possibilities for flexibility and improvisation of tabulation

plans under conditions of tight schedules are extremely limited. This, of

course, suggests that over-all planning of the census should be accomplished

well in advance. Many countries, even those with long histories of census

taking, devote five or more years to active census planning. The United

States, with 180 years of census experience, has been actively planning +he

1970 census since before 1964.

IV. IFFLUKNCT:; OF EQUITY" ■■NT OH PLA1TFHTG

17. The capacity, speed, and configuration of the computer to be used for

processing the census is naturally the factor having the greatest bearing on

the processing plan. Equipment may range from low speed card-operated

computers with very limited core storage to installations with large storage

capacities and a wide range of peripheral equipment. These considerations will
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influence and, in many cases, dictate the entire approach to the census plan,

including design of the enumeration form, field work, coding, input preparation,

editing and tabulation- The impact of equipment considerations on the whole

plan for the census may best be illustrated by the far-reaching effects which

the use of optical scanning techniques in the enumeration would have on

all census operations*

18. For planning purposes, therefore, it is essential to know, at least in

general terms, the equipment on which the census will be processed. The

specific distinctions that are needed for planning are as between equipment,

systems operating with (i) card only; (ii) card and magnetic tape; and (iii)

card, tape and optical reading devices.

(i) Card-only

19» Use of computers with only card input and output capabilities will speed

up the statistical compilation work as compared with the use of conventional

punched-card machines; but it will actually represent a minimum change from

the earlier methods. Computers provide greater computational speed and data-

edit capabilities than conventional punched-card machines, but the magnitude

of the key punch work in preparing the input cards remains the same as previously.

However, the higher speed card reading devices (as much as 800 cards per

minute versus approximately 150 per minute with conventional tabulators)

permit each pass on the computer to be made more quickly while the memory

storage permits tabulation of more variables on each pass. The memory storage

facility of these machines also provides the capability for effectively ■

editing the recorded data for invalid codes, inconsistency and reasonableness.

However, sorting, collating and other operations, on the cards must continue

to be done on punched-card equipment in the conventional manner.

(ii) Car-d and magnetic tape

20« The most common type of equipment on which the forthcoming round of

censuses will be processed within the region is likely to be a medium scale

system with card and magnetic tape devices, printer, and possibly magnetic

disc or drum storage peripherals. After the cards have been punched, converted

to tape, edited and corrected where necessary, it is possible on such installa

tions to sort and tabulate the results with considerable speed. In these
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cases, the cost and delay of manually punching the data before it can be

transferred to magnetic tape for high speed processing in the computer must

still he considered in the processing plan. The impact'of such computers '

will he in the improved speed of computation and final tabulation of the data.

The tabulation work, however, may not he begun until a "clean" tape is

achieved and, therefore, special emphasis in census planning should be placed

on expediting and controlling the quality of the card punching, card-to-tape,

and editing operations,

(iii) Card9 tape and optical reading devices

21* Optical scanning systems are automatic methods of preparing punched cards

or magnetic tape records from the enumeration form and are of relatively

recent development- Some countries in the ECAFE region are considering the

use of these devices in the 1970 censuses* In these cases, the planning for

allocation of resources will he affected by elimination of the need for large

scale punching operations. On the other hand, additional resources and effort

will be required to assure the quality of field work necessary to obtain a high

percentage of machine-readable enumeration forms. Optical scanning may be

by mark-sensing or character recognition equipment. In the latter category,

although developments have been encouraging, "^he techniques has not yet been

advanced to the point at which it may be generally considered for population

censuses. Charaoter-reading equipment which will reliably read the hand

written or non-standardized characters encountered in this work is not yet

suitable for general purpose application, but equipment for reading position

marking has been and can be successfully applied. Further experience with

these techniques, in areas where the field work is more amenable to control,

is desirable.

V. SYSTEM E5SIGN AFD PROGRAMMING . . ■ . ;■

22. Considerable system design and computer programming work will be required

for the machine-edit and tabulation phases of the census. There is a general

tendency in all countries to underestimate the magnitude of the effort

required to programme and install computer systems. Because of the inter

action of computer processing with virtually all other elements of the census,
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it is essential that the computer programmes be prepared and fully tested

beforehand.. It is not sufficient for the programmes merely to be ready

by the time the main processing is scheduled to begin.

23. The more difficult part of the programming lies in the machine editing

procedures, that is, in having the computer check for inconsistencies such as

improbable code combinations. Translating the editing rules into steps suf

ficiently simple and precise for the computer to follow is usually more

difficult than anticipated- It is of particular importance to check out these

programmes.well in advance using realistic data.. Machine editing requires

that non-responses and inconsistencies be detected and corrected by having

the computer impute the corrected .data in so far as possible. Early trial

runs of the editing programmes will disclose other possible phases of the

census operation which are the likely sources of editing problems. As a

result, the need for corrective acticn in such areas as the enumeration form,

enumerator instructions, coding, key-punching or supervision may be brought

into prominence.

24. If thorough and early testing of the complete 4ata processing phase is

not conducted, it is likely that during the ac-fcual operations the computer

will reject excessively large numbers of records with one defect or another.

This, in turn, creates the problem of reinstating the records that have been

rejected and corrected as a result of the editing operation. The effect is

likely to be unexpectedly time consuming, requiring more computer time than

originally planned for.

25« Pre-testing of the entire range of computer operation, that is, the

edit and. tabulation programmes, will also provide much better advance, estimates

of the computer hours needed- Estimates based entirely on theoretical factors

have often proved to be greatly in error. This consideration is important

where an installation is heavily loaded and precise scheduling is necessary.

26. A great deal of time is required for programming for a computer and

the lack of experienced staff is a common limiting factor in new computer

installations. It requires trained personnel, and their training may have

to "be es muchas one year for adequate proficiency. Thus, it is especially
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important that sufficient time be allowed in the census plan to permit the

training of programmer staff early enough for Completion and testing of the

edit and tabulation programmes prior to the census date so that full-scale

processing can begin immediately after the enumeration.

VI. CONCLUSION

27• The increased power and versatility of the present generation of machines

over their predecessors will give those statisticians processing the 1970

census substantial advantages as compared with I960, This equipment will

introduce a marked improvement in the census procedures of the countries of

the region, as did the introduction of punched-card equipment years ago.

For efficient use of the equipment, the design of the processing needs to be

integrated with the other aspects of the over-all census design- Integration

of the capabilities of computer processing into the census operations as a

whole entails a balance in supervision, quality control, editing, and the

capacity to rectify detected errors. Imbalances may lead to serious problems.

28, It is urged, therefore, that the computer programming be completed well

in advance of actual processing and that very thorough testing be performed

on data obtained through pilot-tests. Though the outcome of this possibly

may be an unchanged computer system design, it may well lead to strengthening

of supervision and quality controls in the key stages of the census.

29. With the general application of computers to the 1970 round of population

censuses and with careful planning of all stages of processing, administrators

and planners of the censuses in the ECAFE region may look forward with

reasonable confidence to reducing the interval between collection of data

and publication to at least, half the time required for the I960 censuses.




